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ON THE UNIFORM CONSISTENCY OF BAYES ESTIMATES
FOR MULTINOMIAL PROBABILITIES
BYP. DIACONIS1 AND D. FREEDMAN2
Harvard Universityand Universityof California
A k-sideddie is thrownn times,to estimatetheprobabilities
01, ,ok
of landingon the varioussides. The MLE of 0 is the vectorof empirical
p = (Pi, . . ., Pk). Considera set of Bayesiansthat put uniproportions
formly
positivepriormasson all reasonablesubsetsoftheparameter
space.
nearp. Sharp
Theirposteriordistributions
willbe uniformly
concentrated
bounds are given,using entropy.These boundsapplyto all sample senullsets.
quences:Thereare no exceptional

ofBayesestimates.
1. Introduction. This paperis aboutthe consistency
The usual statementis thatforalmostall samplesequences,as thesamplesize
goes to oc the posteriordistributionpiles up near the true value of the
parameter.The objectiveis to reformulatethis as a finite-sample
result,
withoutexceptionalnull sets or "true values" ofparameters.
We beginwithcointossing,and developan explicitinequalitywhichshows
thatthe posteriormustconcentrate
near the observedfractionof heads. The
inequalityreplaces the asymptoticsand eliminatesthe null set; observed
fractionstandsin forthe trueparameter.
To be a littlemorespecific,
supposethereare j heads in n tossesofa coin.
Considerthe posteriorodds ratio for a parameterintervalof fixedlength
centeredat j/n. The posteriorodds are boundedbelowby abn,wherea > 0
and b > 1 are computableconstants.So the odds go to Xoat an exponential
rate.
If the priorassignsmeasure0 to an interval,so willthe posterior.Even if
the priorassignssmallpositivemass to the interval,it maytake a longtime
for the data to swamp the prior.The inequalitymust thereforetake into
accountthe degreeto whichthe priorcoverstheparameterspace.
The notionof "4-positivity"is introduced,to measurecoverage;0 is a
positivefunctionon (0, 1). A priorp, is said to be +-positiveif ,uassignsmass
+(h)or moreto everyclosed intervalof lengthh in [0,1]. For example,if
+(h) = O.lh, then ,u is +-positiveif and only if ,u is bounded below by
0.1 x Lebesguemeasure,setwise.Priorswithdensitieswhichhave zeros-like
betas-can be handledusingmorecomplicated4's; so can singularpriors.
The inequalityon the posteriorodds ratio holds uniformly
in +-positive
in the fractionj/n of heads. Take any parameter
priorsp., and uniformly
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interval[j/n - h, j/n + h]: The posterioroddsratiofortheinsideversusthe
outsideis boundedbelowby
(1.1)

q,(h)e2nh.

Here q+(h)> 0 is computedfrom4 and does not otherwisedependon the
withan exponentialerror
prior.In effect,
thisis a weak law forthe posterior,
in the prioris relevantto argumentsaboutintersubjective
bound.Uniformity
agreement;see Diaconisand Freedman(1986).
The rest of this paper is organizedas follows:Section2 gives a careful
statementoftheresultforcointossing;Section3 has proofs.The extensionto
the multinomialis in Section 4, and the last sectiondiscussesthe idea of
For moredetailedarguments,
see Diaconisand Freedman(1988).
0-positivity.
History. In effect,we will estimatethe posteriorusing the methodof
Laplace (1774); he showedthatthe posteriorpilesup nearthe MLE, but only
but
fortheuniform
prior.(An easy modernproofuses Chebyshev'sinequality,
on the consistency
thatwas notavailableto Laplace.) Some modernreferences
of Bayes estimatesinclude Le Cam (1953), Le Cam and Schwartz(1960),
Schwartz (1965), Freedman (1963) and Diaconis and Freedman (1986).
Edwards,Lindmanand Savage (1963) mustbe citedtoo; theiridea was that
the data eventuallyswamp a nondogmaticprior-the principleof stable
estimation(pages 201-208).
If thereis a smoothpriordensitywithno zeros,betterresultsare available.
If j/n is boundedaway from0 or 1, the posterioris asymptotically
normal;
thisresultis oftencalledtheBernstein-von
Misestheorem-althoughLaplace
includeJohnson(1967, 1970),Walker(1969), Ghosh,
gottherefirst;references
Sinha and Joshi(1982) and Le Cam (1986), Sections12.3, 12.4 and 17.7. If
gamma.Withsomeeffort,
j/n is closeto 0 or 1, theposterioris asymptotically
the asymptotics
can be convertedto uniformestimatesand stitchedtogether.
Underadditionalassumptions,
termscan be calculated
higherordercorrection
as in deBruijn(1981).
2. The theorem for coin tossing. Let 4 be a positivefunction
on (0,1).
A priorprobability
,u on [0,1] is "+-positive"if p[p, p + h] 2 +(h) forall p
and h with0 ? p < p + h < 1. For discussionand examples,see Section5.
Let H be the relativeentropyfunction:
(2.1)
H(p, 6) = -p logO - (1 - p)log(1 - 0).
Here p = j/n is the relativefrequency
ofheads,and 6 is the parameter-the
ofheads. (The prioris a distribution
probability
over0.) As is wellknown,
(2.2)
H(p, ) is strictly
convex,witha strictminimumat p.
For 0 < h < ,et
(2.3)
g(h) = inf{H(p, 0) - H(p, p): 10- pl 2 h}.
P,0

As willbe seen,g is convex,strictly
increasing,
and g(h) > 2h2.
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To statethe mainresult,supposea coinis tossed n times,and p = j/n is
ofheads.Let 0 < h < 2. Let R(n, p, h) be theposterioroddsratio
thefraction
fortheinsideoftheparameterinterval[p - h, p + hI versustheoutside,with
respectto a 4-positiveprior:The outsideoftheparameterintervalis nonempty,
because h < 2. Let 0 < e < 1. Thereis a qi(h,?) > 0, whichdependson 4, h
and E but not on n or p, such thatthe following
inequalityholds.
(2.4) THEOREM. R(n, p, h) 2 4(h,

E)en(l-E)g(h)

for 0 < h < 1

The firstfactoron the rightdoes notdependon the data. It dependson the
prioronlythrough4; it dependson h and E. The secondfactordependson h
and E too; but it dependson the data onlythroughthe sample size n. In
particular,p is not involvedon the right.The bound growsexponentially
fast as n - oo. As it turns out, ip(h, E) is the minimal prior mass in an
ifr(h,
E) = 0(h*), where h*
intervalof lengthabout Eh2; morerigorously,
min{teg(h),h}.
The unattainableidealversionofthetheoremhas q1(h,E) replacedby +(h),
and E = 0 in the exponent.On the log scale, these blemishesvanish,as the
corollaryshows.
-

(2.5) COROLLARY.liminfn-ooinfp,,(1/n)log R(n, p, h) ? g(h).

In (2.5), the prior,u is restricted
to be 4-positive;0 < h < 4; and g(h) is
best possible.
As willbe seen,g(h) > 2h2; so, forsuitableqf(h)> 0 dependingonlyon 4,
(2.6) COROLLARY.R(n, p, h) > qi(h)e2nh2 forall n, all p E [0,1], all h E
and all 4-positive
priors,uA.

(0, 4)

To derive (2.6), take

E =h

=

g(h) - 2h2 in (2.4).

3. Proofs for the coin. Fix 0 < h < 1. Recall g(h) from(2.3). Confirm
that
g(h)

= min{H(p, p + h) - H(p, p): 0 < p < 1 - h}
p

= min{H(p,p
p

- h) - H(p,p):

h <p < 1) > 0.

Indeed, p - H(p, p + h) - H(p, p) is continuous on (0, 1 - h); positive by
(2.2); tends to log 1/(1 - h) > 0 as p - 0+; tends to oo as p - (1 - h)-. And

H(1 -p,1- 0) =H(p,0).
Fairlysharpboundson g(h) are givenin (3.5) and (3.6), buttheproofofthe
maintheoremonlyneedspositivity.
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PROOFOFTHEOREM
(2.4). The posteriorodds ratiois

R(n,

f

p, h)

f

e-nH(p,

[p-h,p+h]

[O p-h )u(p+h,

),u(d0)

e-nH(pO)p( d )
11

By (2.2), the denominator
is at most e-n[H(P,P?h)].
By (2.3), H(p, p ? h) ?
H(p, p) + g(h). An upper bound on the denominator is therefore
e- n[H(p, p) +g(h)]

To completethe proofof Theorem(2.4), the numeratorwill be bounded
frombelowby e-n[H(p,p)+Eg(h)] q(h, E). In outlinewe choosea small,positive
h* and taketheintegralin thenumerator
overthe subinterval
[p, p + h*];for
0 in thissubinterval,
by continuity,
H(p, 0) is about H(p, p).
To makethisrigorous,let 0 < h < 1. Withoutreal loss,suppose0 < P ? 2.
Clearly,
a
p
i-p
(3.2)

-

0H(p0)

1-0

If p < 0 < p + h, the firstterm on the rightin (3.2) is between -1 and 0. The
second term is between 0 and (1 - p)/(1 - p - h). The last expression increases with p to a maximum of 2/(2 - h) < 2, because h < 1. Thus,

(3.3)

< 2, providedp < 0 <p + h, 0 ?p <

-H(p,0)

0< h<

Fix 8 > 0. Let h* be the smallerof h and 18g(h). Let fi(h,8) = O(h*), a
positivelowerboundon theprior,u-massin (p, p + h*). By(3.3), p < 0 < p +
h* entailsH(p, 0) < H(p, p) + Eg(h). Since h* < h, the numeratoris bounded

by

f

? e

e-nH(p,u)i(dO)

n[H(P,P)+Eg(h)]4[p,

p + h*]

[p, p +h*]

>

PROOFOF COROLLARY
(2.5).

e

n[H(P,P)+Eg(h)]q,(h

)

The inequality is immediate from(2.4). To see

thatg(h) is bestpossible,fixh. For now,fixj and n too. Abbreviatep = j/n.
We must bound R(n, p, h) fromabove. As (2.2) shows,the numeratoris
boundedabove by e-nH(P,P). The denominator
is boundedbelowby the integral over [p + h, p + h + 6]. For 0 in that interval,H(p, 0) is at most H(p +
h + 8), by(2.2). So the denominator
is at least
pk(p + h,p

+ h + 6) * en[H(p,p+h+a)]

If p + h + 8 < 1, then
1

-log

RH

R(n,

p, h)

'

?-}

+ H(p,

h

p + h + 5) -H(

p, p).
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To complete the argument, let n -) oo; let p = j/n tend to a point where
H(p, p + h) - H(p, p) takes its minimumvalue g(h); and let 8 -- 0. o

The functiong(h). We now look morecloselyat the functiong(h). Let

h E (0, 2), so h < 1 - h. ForO ? p < 1 - h, let
D+h(p)

= H(p, p + h) - H(p, p).

For h < p < 1, let
D_h(p) = H(p, p - h) - H(p, p).

These are the "entropydifferentials."
Clearly,D -h(P)
(3.4) PROPOSITION. The functionp

tion h -- D+h(p)

claim,

=

p).

D+h(p) is strictlyconvex; the func-

h
hp)-

dh+h(P)

-

-

xlog[x/(x + 8)] is strictlyconvex, pro+h and x = p or 1 - p. For the second

d

-D
x(l

D +h(1

- 2h2 is strictly increasing and positive.

PROOF. For the first claim, x
vided x > 0 and x + 8 > 0; take 8

because

-+

=

x) <?

.

(p + h)(1 -p - h)

4h ?!:0

ol

REMARK. The convexity
of the entropydifferential
can be used insteadof
(3.2) to make H(p, 0) = H(p, p) for p < 0 < p + h* in the numeratorof the
odds ratio;thisalternativeproofof(2.4) was suggestedby associateeditor.
(3.5) COROLLARY.g(h) - 2h2 is positive and increasing.
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let 0 < h < h <
-[log(1 - 4h2 )]/4h2

2.

Then g(h) < 2COh2, where CO =

PROOF. Clearly, g(h) < D+h('),
so 2g(h) < -log(1 - 4h2). But u
- [log(1 - u )]/u is strictlyincreasing. E1
For example, take ho = 1. Then 2h2 < g(h) < 2.05h2 for 0 < h < jO. As
the refereeobserves,D+h(p) > 2h2 is a specialcase ofthe inequalitybetween
the Kullback-Leiblernumberand variationdistance:
fIf-ggl <2

flog-.

4. The theorem for the multinomial. Let Sk be the simplexof all
k-vectors
0 withnonnegative
coordinatesOiaddingto 1. Considera die withk
sides, labeled 1, ...

,

k. In n tosses, the relative frequencieswith which these
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sides land forma vectorp = (P1,...
(4.1)

, Pk)

in Sk.

For 0 < h < l/k, Let Nk(h,p) be the polyhedralneighborhood of p consistingof the 0 E Sk with IOi-pi < h for
all i.

Plainly, Nk(h, p) is the sphere around p of radius h-in the sup norm.
Usually,this "sphere" is a cube.
on (0, 1).
To statethemainresultofthissection,let 4 be a positivefunction
Suppose a k-sideddie is tossed n times.Let p be the vectorof empirical
frequencies.Let 0 < h < l/k. Let R(n, p, h) be the posteriorodds ratiofor
the insideof Nk(h, p) versusthe outside,withrespectto a +-positiveprior:
The outsideis nonempty,
because h < l/k. Let E > 0. Recall g from(2.3).
Thereis a q(h, E) > 0, whichdependson 4, h and E but noton n or p, such
thatthe following
inequalityholds:
(4.2) THEOREM. R(n, p, h) 2 qi(h,

(4.3) COROLLARY.lim infn
-

)en(l1-)g(h)

for 0 < h < 1k.

(1/n)log R(n, p, h) 2 g(h).
infp,,_

In (4.2) and (4.3) the prior,u is restricted
to be 4-positve,0 < h < -k and
g(h) is best possible.
a priorA on the simplexSk is "()-positive"if d(Skh) ? +(h),
Informally,
where Skh C Sk has the same shape and orientation
as Sk, but each edge of
Skh is h timesthe corresponding
let 1
edge of Sk (in length).Moreformally,
be an integerbetween1 and k.
(4.4) DEFINITION. Let Tk(l) be the (k - 1)-dimensional simplex in R k
whose k extremepoints{eJ:j = 1,..., k) are as follows,withet beingthe i th
coordinateofthe vectoreJ:
if j

=

1, then eJ = O forall i,

if j #1, then e/ = -1, eJ = +1 and ei = O for i oj,1.

Plainly,if x E Tk(l) then E 1xi = 0; furthermore,
-1 < xl < 0; and 0 <
E Sk and 0 < h <
let
1/k

xi < 1 fori * 1. For p

(4.5)

Tk(p, h, I) = p + hTk(l) = {p + hx: x E Tk(l)}.

To illustrate,let h = 1: If p = (1, 0, 0,... , 0) and 1 = 1, then Tk(p, h, 1) = Sk;
likewise if p = (0, 1, 0, ..., 0) and I = 2, etc. With this notation, A is "4)-positive" if liTk(p, h, 1)1> +(h) wheneverTk(p, h, 1) C Sk. The definition
does
notreallydependon 1. Indeed,let Cl be the class ofsets Tk(p, h, 1) whichare
whollyincluded in Sk, as p rangesoverSk: Then C1 = C2 = * = Ck.
Let Hk(p, 0) be the relativeentropy:
k

(4.6)

Hk(p, 0)

= -

E Pilog6i

i=l

CONSISTENCY OF BAYES ESTIMATES
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This can be definedeverywhere
by the convention0 x oX= 0, but the limitof
6)
is
not
well
defined
if,e.g.,Pi and 61 bothtendto 0.
Hk(p,
As the nextresultshows,the minimumentropydifferentials
do notdepend
on the dimensionk; thisreducesthe generalcase to the case k = 2.
(4.7) PROPOSITION.
inf
PeSk,

[Hk(p,0)

06ENk(h,p)

-Hk(p, p)] =g(h).

PROOF. Suppose k > 3. Sincetheentropy
function
(4.6) is convexin 6 with
its minimumat p, the infimumoutsidethe convexpolyhedronNk(h, p) is
attainedon the boundary.Considerthe intersection
oftheboundarywith

F ={0:

0 E Sk

and ok =Pk + h}.

Assumeforthe sake of argumentthat this faceis nonempty,
so Pk + h < 1.
Consider
infHk(p, 0) -Hk(p,

(4.8)

P).

Now
H(p,

k

0) = - EPi 10Ogi
= (1 -Pk)Hk-1(J,3)

Pk lg(Pk

+

h) - (1 -pk)log(1

-Pk

-h),

- ok)
where A =pi/(l - P) andOi o=il('
for i- 1,...,k - 1. So ,0 e
Now
(1
in 6 at 6 = p, and thevalue ofthe
Sk 1
Pk)Hkl- 1(3, 0) is minimized

minimumis
k-1
-

i-l1

Pi log(P/

k-1

1

Pk)

=i-

E Plog Pi

i=l

+ (1

pk)log(1

-Pk)

As is easilyverified,
the locationofthe proposedminimumforHk(p,
the boundary of Nk(h, p).

*)

is on

The infimum
in (4.8) is seen to be
-Pk log(Pk +

h) - (1 -Pk)log(1 - Pk

+ (1 -Pk)lg(l-

Pk)

-

h) + Pk logPk

= D+h(Pk),

whoseminimumvalue is g(h). This completesthe proofof(4.7). o
PROOF OF THEOREM(4.2) ANDCOROLLARY
(4.3).

Suppose by renumbering

that Pi < ... < Pk. Let 1 = k. Recallthe simplexTk(p, h, 1) from(4.5). This
simplexis whollyin the interiorof Sk, because Pk 2 l/k > h. It has k
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extremepoints:
Pi

P2

P3

P1 + h

P2

Pi

Pi

Pk-1

Pk

P3

Pk-1

Pk -

P2 + h

p3

Pk-1

Pk - h

P2

P3

Pk-l+h

Pkh

...

h

And each extremepointis in Sk. The restofthe argumentis as forthe coin.
E

5. Some facts about +-positivity. This sectionhas someremarksand
forthe binomialcase. Recallthat 4 is a
exampleson the idea of 4-positivity
on (0, 1); and theprior,uis +-positiveiffit assignsmass +(h)
positivefunction
or moreto everyclosedintervaloflengthh in [0,1].
then
(5.1) REMARK. Fix a > 0. If +(h) > ah forall h, and ,uis +-positive,

,u is bounded setwise below by a times Lebesgue measure.

It is naturalto conjecturethat a +-positiveclass of measuresis bounded
below (setwise) by a positivemeasure,but that turns out to be wrong;
is a moregeneralidea.
4-positivity
(5.2) EXAMPLE. Thereis a 0-positveclass ofprobability
measuresM = {()
on [0,1] such that if a is a measureand a < ,u setwiseforall ,u E M, then

a = 0.

CONSTRUCTION. The class M willbe countable.Let A be Lebesguemeasure
on [0,1]. Let An assign mass 1/(n + 1) to each of 0/n, 1/n,2/n,,... , n/n.
Let
-'n=

n+l
+n+
n 2An

1
+

2A

Let Q = (r} be the rationalsin [0,1], and I the irrationals.If a < An, then
< 1/(n + 2), so in the end a{r) = 0, a(Q) = 0, and

a{r} < 1/(n + 2) and a(I)
a(I) = 0.

We claimthat{(Aj

is

this,consider
o-positive,with+(h) = h2/4.To verify

the interval [x,x + h]. Suppose (a - 1)/n < x < a/n and b/n < x + h <
(b + 1)/n. Clearly, (b - a)/n 2h - 2/n; so b - a2 nh - 2. So there are at

least b - a + 1 rationalsofordern in [x, x + hi, and
An[x, X+

nh - 1

h] >n1
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Now
n[X x

+ h] >2

nh -

1

+ 2

1

> -h
2

-

1

n+2

1
> ? h if n+2?
>

-4

4
-

1

-W

If n + 2 < 4/h, a lowerbound on AnIx,x + h] is still 'h2, fromthe A-term
only.In fact,+(h) is oforderh2,as one sees bytakingn oforderl/h. O
(5.3) REMARK.There is a connectionwith monotonerearrangements
[Hardy,Littlewoodand Polya(1934)]. Let 0 be convex,withderivativef, and
and its integralis 1. All rearrange4)(1) = 1. So f is monotonenondecreasing,
mentsof f are +-positive.Some rearrangements
have bigger(and nonconvex)
ofits densitywillno longerbe +-positive.
n's; forsucha 4, all rearrangements
If +(h) = ah2, the rearrangements
can be boundedbelow onlyby a trivial
measure.
(5.4) REMARK. Let M be a +-positiveclass. Then theclosedconvexhullof
M is 0-positvetoo. (The space of probabilitieson [0,1] is endowedwiththe
weak-startopology,
whichis compactand metrizable.)
If M consistsof one prior,or finitely
manypriors,thenthereis a 4 such
that M is +-positive;the nextresultis a smallgeneralization.
(5.5) REMARK. Let M be a closed,convexclass of probabilitieson [0,1].
Supposethateach elementof M assignspositivemass to everyopeninterval.
Then thereis a (Asuch that M is +-positive.
PROOF. Fix h with 0 < h < 1. Let 0 < x < 1 - h. Let the continuous
functionfX on [0,1] vanish to the leftof x and to the rightof x + h; let
Now4u(fx) is a continufx = 1 at x + 'h; completefX bylinearinterpolation.
ous positivefunctionof , E M and x; so it has a positiveminimum:+(h) can
be definedas thisminimum,
over, and x. o

Let M. be theclass of +-positive,u.Whenis M. nonempty?
Whenis 4 the
exact inf,that is, b(h)=inf(,u[x,x+h]: A cM,, and 0?x<x+h<
11?
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Whatare theextremepointsof M,? Atthispoint,we onlyhave somescattered
remarksas partialanswers.
(5.6) EXAMPLE. Let +(h) = h/10,for0 < h < 1. One compactconvexclass
M of +-positive,uis the set of ,uofthe form
0.1*Lebesgue + 0.9*v,
where v is any probability.The extremepointshave v = Ax.This class is
maximal,by a standardextensionargumentoffintervals.There seem to be
twoothercompactconvex4-positveclasses M, whichare minimal:take v = 50
or 51.To getintermediate
classes,mixoveranycompactset of Ax'scontaining

x = 0 or 1.

(5.7) EXAMPLE. Let +(h) = h/2 forh <

2

and +(h) = 2h for 2 < h < 1.

The extremepointsofthe class of 4-positive,useemto be as follows:
ALebesgue+ 26a with1 < a < 2
+ a, 1))
fora <
1Lesbesgue+ 2{3a8a (+
+ density3 on
1
f
(5.8) REMARK. Let M = {,u}be 4-positive.Then 0(1/n) < 1/n, otherwise
A has mass greaterthan 1. Likewise,if 4 is the exact inf of M, then
+(h) 2 n0(h/n).

On the otherhand,as the nextexampleshows,4 can decreasearbitrarily
rapidlynear 0.
rapidly.
(5.9) EXAMPLE. an = 2no(1/2n)can decreasearbitrarily
CONSTRUCTION..Let a 1 < 1/2, and a n+1 < a n. Let An have densityequal
to an on [0,1/2n] and equal to bn on (1/2n,1]. So bn can be computedfrom
an, and bn> 1. Let M = {1Un}.We claimthat M is +-positiveforsuitable4);
and if 4 is the exactinf,4)(1/2n)= an/2n. Indeed,if m < n, then
/.Lm[01/2n] = am/2n.

On the otherhand,if m > n,
Indeed,

AM [0,

1/2n ] > an/2n.

.m[0 1/2 ] > bm(1/2n - 1/2m) > bm/2n+1> 1/2n+1 > an/2n.

?
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